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We review the prospects for discovering supersymmetric dark matter in a recently proposed set
of post-LEP supersymmetric benchmark scenarios. We consider direct detection through spin-
independent nuclear scattering, as well as indirect detection through relic annihilations to neutrinos,
photons, and positrons. We find that several of the benchmark scenarios offer good prospects for
direct detection through spin-independent nuclear scattering, as well as indirect detection through
muons produced by neutrinos from relic annihilations in the Sun, and photons from annihilations
in the galactic center.

A set of benchmark supersymmetric model param-
eter choices was recently proposed [1] with the idea
of exploring the possible phenomenological signatures
in different classes of experiments in a systematic
way. The proposed 13 benchmark points (labelled
A-M) were chosen by first implementing the con-
straints on the parameter space of the minimal su-
persymmetric standard model with universal input
soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters that are im-
posed [2] by previous experiments, and by requir-
ing the calculated supersymmetric relic density to fall
within the range 0.1 < Ωχh

2 < 0.3 preferred by astro-
physics and cosmology. Four general regions of cos-
mologically allowed parameter space were identified:
a ‘bulk’ region at relatively low m0 and m1/2 (points
B, C, G, I, and L), a ‘focus-point’ region [3, 4] at
relatively large m0 (E and F), a coannihilation ‘tail’
extending out to relatively large m1/2 [5, 6] (A, D, H,
and J), and a possible ‘funnel’ between the focus-point
and coannihilation regions due to rapid annihilation
via direct-channel Higgs boson poles [7, 8] (K and M).

Here we ask whether the supersymmetric dark mat-
ter candidate, the lightest neutralino, can be observed
in experiments that are underway or in preparation.
These include direct searches [9] for the elastic scat-
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tering of astrophysical cold dark matter particles on
target nuclei, and indirect searches [10] for particles
produced by the annihilations of supersymmetric relic
particles inside the Sun or Earth, in the galactic cen-
ter, or in the galactic halo.

It was found previously [1] that, in gµ − 2-friendly
scenarios, supersymmetry was relatively easy to dis-
cover and study at future colliders such as the LHC
and a linear collider with ECM = 1 TeV, which would
be able to observe rather complementary subsets of
superparticles. However, some of the other points
might escape detection, except via observations of
the lightest neutral Higgs boson. The most difficult
points were typically those in the focus-point region,
at the tip of the coannihilation tail, or along the rapid-
annihilation funnels, with points F, H, and M being
particularly elusive.

In this report, we summarize our results [11] on the
prospects for the direct and indirect detection of as-
trophysical dark matter for each of these benchmark
points, taking into account the sensitivities of present
and planned detectors.

In Fig. 1, we present the spin-independent
cross-section for neutralino-proton scattering for
each benchmark point using two different codes:
Neutdriver [15] and SSARD [16]. (Experiments
sensitive to spin-dependent scattering have inferior
reach [11].) We find reasonable agreement, with the
largest differences arising for points D and K, where
the cross-section is abnormally small due to cancella-
tions [17]. For any given tan β, the cancellations occur
only for a specific limited range in the neutralino mass.
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FIG. 1: Elastic cross sections for spin-independent
neutralino-proton scattering. The predictions of SSARD
(blue crosses) and Neutdriver (red circles) are compared.
Projected sensitivities for CDMS II [12] and CRESST [13]
(solid) and GENIUS [14] (dashed) are also shown.

Unfortunately, points D and K fall exactly into this
category.

Fig. 1 also shows the projected sensitivities for
CDMS II [12], CRESST [13], and GENIUS [14]. Com-
paring the benchmark model predictions with the pro-
jected sensitivities, we see that models I, B, E, L, G,
F, and C offer the best detection prospects. In partic-
ular, the first four of these models would apparently
be detectable with the proposed GENIUS detector.

Indirect dark matter signals arise from enhanced
pair annihilation rates of dark matter particles
trapped in the gravitational wells at the centers of
astrophysical bodies. While most annihilation prod-
ucts are quickly absorbed, neutrinos may propagate
for long distances and be detected near the Earth’s
surface through their charged-current conversion to
muons. High-energy muons produced by neutrinos
from the centers of the Sun and Earth are there-
fore prominent signals for indirect dark matter detec-
tion [10, 18].

Muon fluxes for each of the benchmark points are
given in Fig. 2, using Neutdriver with a fixed con-
stant local density ρ0 = 0.3 GeV/cm3 and neutralino
velocity dispersion v̄ = 270 km/s. For the points
considered, rates from the Sun are far more promis-
ing than rates from the Earth. For the Sun, muon
fluxes are for the most part anti-correlated with neu-
tralino mass [11], with two strong exceptions: the
focus point models E and F have anomalously large
fluxes. In these cases, the dark matter’s Higgsino con-
tent, though still small, is significant, leading to an-
nihilations to gauge boson pairs, hard neutrinos, and
enhanced detection rates.

The potential of current and planned neutrino tele-
scopes has been reviewed in [10]. The exact reach
depends on the salient features of a particular detec-
tor, e.g., physical dimensions, muon energy threshold,

FIG. 2: Muon fluxes from neutrinos originating from relic
annihilations inside the Sun. Approximate sensitivities of
near future neutrino telescopes (Φµ = 102 km−2 yr−1 for
AMANDA II [19], NESTOR [20], and ANTARES [21],
and Φµ = 1 km−2 yr−1 for IceCube [22]) are also indi-
cated.

etc., and the expected characteristics of the signal,
e.g., angular dispersion, energy spectrum and source
(Sun or Earth). Two sensitivities, which are roughly
indicative of the potential of upcoming neutrino tele-
scope experiments, are given in Fig. 2. For focus point
model E, where the neutralino is both light and signif-
icantly different from pure Bino-like, detection in the
near future at AMANDA II [19], NESTOR [20], and
ANTARES [21] is possible. Point F may be within
reach of IceCube [22], as the neutralino’s significant
Higgsino component compensates for its large mass.
For point B, and possibly also points I, G, C, and L,
the neutralino is nearly pure Bino, but is sufficiently
light that detection at IceCube may also be possible.

Muon energy thresholds specific to individual detec-
tors have not been included. For AMANDA II and,
especially, IceCube, these thresholds may be large, sig-
nificantly suppressing the muon signal in models with
mχ less than about 4 to 6 Eth

µ [23, 24]. Note also
that, for certain neutralino masses and properties, a
population of dark matter particles in solar system
orbits may boost the rates presented here by up to
two orders of magnitude [25]. We have conservatively
neglected this possible enhancement.

As with the centers of the Sun and Earth, the
center of the galaxy may attract a significant over-
abundance of relic dark matter particles [26]. Relic
pair annihilation at the galactic center will then pro-
duce an excess of photons, which may be observed in
gamma ray detectors. While monoenergetic signals
from χχ → γγ and χχ → γZ would be spectacu-
lar [27], they are loop-suppressed and unobservable
for these benchmark points. We therefore consider
continuum photon signals here.

We have computed the integrated photon flux
Φγ (Eth) in the direction of the galactic center follow-
ing the procedure of [10]. Our results for each of the
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FIG. 3: The integrated photon flux Φγ(Eth) as a func-
tion of photon energy threshold Eth for photons produced
by relic annihilations in the galactic center. A moderate
halo parameter J̄ = 500 is assumed [27]. Point source
flux sensitivities for various gamma ray detectors are also
shown.

benchmark points are presented in Fig. 3. Estimates
for point source flux sensitivities of several gamma
ray detectors, both current and planned, are also
shown. The space-based detectors EGRET, AMS/γ
and GLAST can detect soft photons, but are limited in
flux sensitivity by their small effective areas. Ground-
based telescopes, such as MAGIC, HESS, CANGA-
ROO and VERITAS, are much larger and so sensi-
tive to lower fluxes, but are limited by higher energy
thresholds. These sensitivities are not strictly valid
for observations of the galactic center. Nevertheless,
they provide rough guidelines for what sensitivities
may be expected in coming years. For a discussion
of these estimates, their derivation, and references to
the original literature, see [10].

Fig. 3 shows that space-based detectors offer good
prospects for detecting a photon signal, while ground-
based telescopes have a relatively limited reach.
GLAST appears to be particularly promising, with
points I and L giving observable signals. Recall, how-
ever, that all predicted fluxes scale linearly with J̄ .
For isothermal halo density profiles, the fluxes may
be reduced by two orders of magnitude. On the other
hand, for particularly cuspy halo models, such as those
in [28], all fluxes may be enhanced by two orders of
magnitude, leading to detectable signals in GLAST
for almost all points, and at MAGIC for the majority
of benchmark points.

Relic neutralino annihilations in the galactic halo
[29] may also be detected through positron excesses
in space-based and balloon experiments [30, 31]. To
estimate the observability of a positron excess, we
followed the procedure advocated in [10]. For each
benchmark spectrum, we first find the positron energy
Eopt at which the positron signal to background ra-
tio S/B is maximized. For detection, we then require
that S/B at Eopt be above some value. The sensitiv-

ities of a variety of experiments have been estimated
in [10]. Among these experiments, the most promis-
ing is AMS [32], the anti-matter detector to be placed
on the International Space Station. AMS will detect
unprecedented numbers of positrons in a wide energy
range. We estimate that a 1% excess in an fairly nar-
row energy bin, as is characteristic of the neutralino
signal, will be statistically significant. Unfortunately,
our study [11] showed that for all benchmark points
the expected positron signals are below the AMS sen-
sitivity. However, one should be aware that as with
the photon signal, positron rates are sensitive to the
halo model assumed; for clumpy halos [33], the rate
may be enhanced by orders of magnitude [31].

In conclusion, we have provided indicative estimates
of the dark matter detection rates that could be ex-
pected for the benchmark supersymmetric scenarios
proposed in [1]. We emphasize that, in addition to the
supersymmetric model dependences of these calcula-
tions, there are important astrophysical uncertainties.
These include the overall halo density, the possibil-
ity that it may be enhanced in the solar system, its
cuspiness near the galactic center, and its clumpiness
elsewhere. For these reasons, our conclusions about
the relative ease with which different models may be
detected using the same signature may be more re-
liable than the absolute strengths of different signa-
tures. Nevertheless, our estimates do indicate that
there may be good prospects for astrophysical detec-
tion of quite a large number of the benchmark scenar-
ios [11].

In particular, four benchmark points (I, B, E and
L) may be detected through spin-independent elastic
scattering of relic particles using the projected GE-
NIUS [14] detector, with models G, F and C not far
from the likely threshold of detectability. The indirect
detection of muons generated by high-energy neutri-
nos due to annihilations inside the Sun should be most
easily detectable with the proposed IceCube [22] de-
tector in models E, F and B, followed by models I, G,
L and C, which are near the boundary of sensititvity.
The best prospects for detecting photons from annihi-
lations in the galactic center (for models L and I) are
offered by the GLAST satellite, with its relatively low
threshold. However, there may also be prospects for
ground-based experiments such as MAGIC if the halo
is cuspier at the galactic center than we have assumed.

It was previously noted [1] that the more gµ − 2-
friendly models (I, L, B, G, C and J) offered good
prospects for detecting several supersymmetric parti-
cles at the LHC and/or a 1 TeV linear e+e− collider.
Most of these models also exhibit good prospects for
dark matter detection, with the exception of model
J. Among the less gµ − 2-friendly models, we note
that the focus points E and F offer good astrophysical
prospects, demonstrating the complementarity of col-
lider and astrophysics searches. This is particularly
interesting in the case of focus-point model F, which
is very challenging for colliders.
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